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population change across multiple populations, and asks how large the `average' change in
population size is over time; the latter method simply measures trends in individual
populations, and asks whether the ratio of declining populations to increasing popula-
tions is signi®cantly different from 1:1. The ®rst method is preferable, because it allows us
to assess potential changes in the rate of decline over time, but it requires large sample sizes
that were not available for some regions. The second method allowed us to test for declines
in those regions with small sample sizes.

DN method

This method was used to test for trends in the `global' set, and to test for `regional' trends in
North America and western Europe (including the UK). For `global' and `regional' trends
we calculated log (N+1)t+1-log (N+1)t = DN for successive yearly intervals. For this
analysis, only populations having at least two consecutive years of data could be used. We
then calculated DÅ N [ �Sn

i�1DN�=n based on all populations (n) for which there were data
for the time interval (t, t + 1) in question (because the number of studies increases over
time, so does the sample size for DÅ N). This procedure was repeated for each year from 1950
to 1997, and the annual averages used to compute the cumulative average change,
DÅ N [ St

t0
DÅ N, from T = 1950 to T = 1997. More than 200 western European population

time series come from two large studies in Sweden and Switzerland. Analyses of
population trends with and without these data indicate they had no qualitative effect on
the results.

Visual examination of a plot of DÅ N for the global set suggests three qualitatively
different time periods, corresponding roughly to 1950±1960, 1960±1970 and 1970±1997.
To estimate switchpoints between periods, we ®tted regression models including dummy
(categorical) variables de®ning the period intervals (for example, period 1: 1950±1960;
period 2: 1961±1970, and so on). Changing the beginning and end points for a given
period results in a change in model ®t, with the best estimate of the switchpoints derived
from the model with the lowest residual mean square. The initial switchpoints were
selected by examination of the data, with subsequent ®tting based on moving the
switchpoints forwards and backwards from the initial estimate(s). Model ®tting ended
when models with switchpoints two years earlier and later than the best model had higher
residual mean-square values. Our best-®t model partitioned the global set into three time
periods: 1950±1960, 1960±1966 and 1966±1997. The best model for the western
European data showed two distinct time periods (1960±1966 and 1966±1997), while the
best model for North America showed a single trend from 1960 to 1997.

DÅ Ns are summary data. As such, using it as the dependent variable in regression
underestimates the true error sums of squares. We have corrected for this by including the
error contribution of each DN to DÅ N (ref. 29), and all signi®cance tests use this true error
sum of squares and the corresponding true degrees of freedom.

Proportion of declining populations method

In a second analysis, we evaluated trends in population size over time using the Spearman
correlation, the Pearson correlation coef®cient and Kendall's t. Irrespective of the test
statistic used, results were qualitatively the same. We present our results using Kendall's t

because it avoids some of the assumptions about data distribution. We calculated the
correlation (Kendall's t) between population size and year for each population in a
particular geographical region. Populations were then classi®ed as to whether they were
declining (negative correlation), increasing (positive correlation) or had no trend
(correlation = 0). For a population to show no trend, the correlation must be exactly 0. A
log-linear model was ®tted using the independent variables region, trend and their
interaction (region ´ trend). Populations showing no trend were not included in the log-
linear model. For the `global' dataset and the three subsets, the Eastern European and
African/Middle Eastern regions are presented but not included in the log-linear model; for
the $7 year data set, Asia, South America and Australia/New Zealand are also presented,
but excluded from the log-linear model because of low sample sizes.
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Ecologists and conservation biologists have used many measures
of landscape structure1±5 to predict the population dynamic
consequences of habitat loss and fragmentation6±8, but these
measures are not well justi®ed by population dynamic theory.
Here we introduce a new measure for highly fragmented land-
scapes, termed the metapopulation capacity, which is rigorously
derived from metapopulation theory and can easily be applied to
real networks of habitat fragments with known areas and con-
nectivities. Technically, metapopulation capacity is the leading
eigenvalue of an appropriate `landscape' matrix. A species is
predicted to persist in a landscape if the metapopulation capacity
of that landscape is greater than a threshold value determined by
the properties of the species. Therefore, metapopulation capacity
can conveniently be used to rank different landscapes in terms
of their capacity to support viable metapopulations. We present
an empirical example on multiple networks occupied by an
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endangered species of butter¯y. Using this theory, we may also
calculate how the metapopulation capacity is changed by remov-
ing habitat fragments from or adding new ones into speci®c
spatial locations, or by changing their areas. The metapopulation
capacity should ®nd many applications in metapopulation
ecology, landscape ecology and conservation biology.

The most basic aspects of metapopulation persistence in frag-
mented landscapes have been analysed with simple spatially implicit
models9, akin to models of infectious disease in homogeneous
populations10. In the Levins model11, assuming that a fraction h of
habitat patches is suitable for occupancy, the equilibrium fraction of
occupied patches (out of suitable patches) is given by

p* � 1 2
d

h
�1�

where d is the ratio of the extinction and colonization rate para-
meters: d = e/c (refs 9 and 12±15). A well known limitation of this
and other spatially implicit models is that they cannot be used to
analyse explicit spatial patterns. For example, if we assume that
colonization is distance-dependent, simulation studies have shown
that it makes a big difference to metapopulation persistence whether
habitat loss (decreasing value of h) occurs randomly or non-
randomly in space16,17.

A spatially realistic version of the Levins model for a ®nite

number of habitat patches of known areas and spatial locations
can be constructed by modelling the rate of change in the prob-
ability of patch i being occupied as18:

dpi�t�

dt
� �Colonization ratei��1 2 pi�t��2 �Extinction ratei�pi�t�

�2�

The theory developed here is general and not restricted to particular
functional forms of the colonization and extinction rates, but for
the purpose of illustration we use here speci®c assumptions that are
simple and biologically well justi®ed, namely Extinction ratei = e/Ai

and Colonization ratei � cSjÞiexp�2 adij�Ajpj�t�, where Ai is the
area of patch i, dij is the distance between patches i and j, 1/a is the
average migration distance, and e and c are constants (for justi®ca-
tion, see Methods). With these or other comparable assumptions,
the most important metapopulation processes, colonization and
extinction, can be related to the most important structural features
of fragmented landscapes, patch areas and spatial locations9,19.

We turn to matrix notation to describe the system of equations
giving the rates of change for the pi values. Using the above
assumptions in equation (2), matrix M consists of elements mij =
exp(-adij) AiAj for j Þ i and mii � 0. It can be shown that an
equilibrium solution with pi* . 0 for all i exists if and only if

lM . d �3�

where lM is the leading eigenvalue of matrix M. Equation (3) thus
gives the condition for persistence of a species in a given landscape.
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Figure 1 Change in metapopulation capacity due to removal of a patch or addition of a

new patch in a particular spatial location within the existing patch network. Data based on

equation (6). a±c, The sizes of the dots (habitat patches) are proportional to the logarithm

of patch area (a), patch area (b) and the value of li (c). The contour lines in c indicate the

level of increase (decrease) in metapopulation capacity, corresponding to a 30%

difference in patch areas, that would result from placing a new patch (removing an

existing patch) in a particular location. For the explanation of the circles around patches

a±g in b see Methods and Fig. 2. d, e, As in b and c, but here the model includes regional

stochasticity, implemented as explained in Methods (g = 1, b = a = 1). The tick marks on

the contour lines indicate the direction of the slope. x coordinate, longitude; y coordinate,

latitude.
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i lM, calculated for increasingly large

regions around patches a±g in Fig. 1b (see Methods). The corresponding pairs of li and

lM are shown by dots from left to right, joined by a line for each patch. The broken vertical

line gives the threshold condition estimated in Fig. 3, de®ning the size of the circle around

the patch in Fig. 2b.
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Figure 3 Plot of pl* against the logarithm of metapopulation capacity (lM) in 25 real patch

networks that are potentially occupied by the Glanville fritillary butter¯y (Melitaea cinxia) in

the AÊ land Islands in southwest Finland30. The continuous line is based on the average of

the estimated d values for networks with pl* . 0.3. The broken lines give the minimum

and maximum estimates, but omitting the two networks yielding the most extreme values.
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An analogous threshold condition is well established in epidemio-
logical theory10,20 for the spread of an infectious disease, although
the epidemiological models are generally structured by factors such
as sex or age rather than by the spatial location of populations. The
threshold condition has been previously discussed in the context of
metapopulation dynamics by Adler and NuÈernberger21.

An appropriately weighted average of the pi* values can be closely
approximated by

p*l � 1 2
d

lM

�4�

We note the structural identity between equations (1) and (4). In the
spatially realistic model, lM plays exactly the same role as h, the
amount of suitable habitat, plays in the simple Levins model
(equation 1), in which all patches are identical and equally con-
nected, and in which the spatial arrangement of patches therefore
makes no difference. We term lM the metapopulation capacity of a
fragmented landscape: lM is a measure that captures the impact of
landscape structureÐthe amount of habitat and its spatial con-
®gurationÐon metapopulation persistence. lM has to exceed a
threshold value that is set by the properties of the species (d) for
long-term persistence (equation 3). To compute lM for a particular
landscape, only the spatial scale of connectivity (set by the species
parameter a) and the areas and the spatial locations of the habitat
fragments need to be known. For a given landscape, lM increases
with decreasing a, because small a strengthens connectivity. When
a is very small, patches will contribute to lM in relation to their
areas only. For a given species (constant a), lM allows a straight-
forward comparison of multiple fragmented landscapes, which can
be conveniently ranked in terms of their capacity to support a viable
metapopulation. Such comparisons are essential for management-
oriented and spatially extended population viability analyses22,23.

The metapopulation capacity is, to a good approximation, a sum
of contributions from individual habitat fragments. The contribu-
tion of fragment i is given by li [ x2

i lM, where xi is the ith element in

the leading eigenvector of matrix M (see Methods). li thus measures
the signi®cance of habitat fragment i to the threshold condition for
metapopulation persistence. Conveniently, we can also assess how
adding a new patch with area Ak to a speci®c location in the
landscape would increase lM (Fig. 1; see Methods).

The above results should ®nd useful applications in the develop-
ment of algorithms for designing nature reserves24,25, where the
spatial dynamics of the focal species in the reserve network have
typically not been considered. In the epidemiological context, li

gives the contribution of the given group of individuals to the
spread of the disease, and could thus be used to rank, for example,
vaccination scenarios. However, it is necessary to pay close attention
to what li really measuresÐthe contribution of fragment i to lM at
the threshold for deterministic persistence. In a large network with
aggregated distribution of habitat patches, one particular cluster of
patches will be the stronghold for the metapopulation in the entire
network, and hence the properties of this cluster will largely set the
threshold condition. The spatially more localized signi®cance of
individual patches can be examined by, for example, calculating the
lM and li values for smaller and larger regions around each patch
(Fig. 2; see Methods). Patches that are located in the less signi®cant
patch clusters from the viewpoint of metapopulation persistence in
the entire network may nonetheless have substantial signi®cance in
their own neighbourhood (for example, patches e and f in Figs 1 and
2). It is also possible to de®ne and compute measures related to lM

that characterize the impact of landscape structure on meta-
population invasion or on metapopulation size rather than on
metapopulation persistence (O.O. & I. H., manuscript in preparation).

We now return to the nature of the weighted average of
patch occupancy probabilities in equation (4). This equation is
obtained when the pi* values are weighted by the relative contribu-
tions of the habitat fragments to metapopulation capacity, that is,
pl* � Sli pi*=lM: Thus pl* gives the fraction of lM that is `used' by the
species at equilibrium. Following the general notion26 that the
threshold condition for persistence of a consumer is given by the
amount of unused limiting resource at equilibrium, we can calculate
the threshold value of lM for metapopulation persistence as d =
lM(1-pl*), which gives a heuristic derivation of equation (4).

As an example, Fig. 3 shows pl* against lM for 25 real patch
networks potentially occupied by the Glanville fritillary butter¯y
(Melitaea cinxia) in the AÊ land Islands in southwest Finland. Using
the formula d = lM(1-pl*), the threshold value was estimated for
networks with pl* . 0.3 (see Methods). The average value of these
relatively independent estimates predicts well the absence or near
absence of the species in the remaining networks (continuous line in
Fig. 3).

Our model can also be used to examine the consequences of
habitat loss on metapopulation persistence. Let pA* be the average
patch occupancy probability weighted by patch area. pl* gives a
reasonably good approximation of pA*, though it tends to give an
overestimate (O.O. & I. H., manuscript in preparation). The exact
value of pA* can be calculated by ®rst solving the values of pi* by
iteration27. If hA is the fraction of the pooled habitat area that
remains suitable for occupancy, the fraction of unused habitat (out
of the original amount of habitat) at equilibrium is given by

Amount of empty habitat � hA�1 2 p*A� <
hAd

lM

�5�

(assuming that pA* < pl*). In the Levins model the amount of empty
habitat remains constant for h . d (see equation (1) and refs 9, 12
and 14). This is approximately so in the present model if habitat loss
is random, in which case lM decreases roughly in proportion to the
decrease in the amount of suitable habitat, hA (Fig. 4b). In contrast,
if habitat is lost in large blocks, lM decreases initially less than in
proportion to the decrease in hA, as metapopulation dynamics in the
remaining habitat are affected relatively little (Fig. 4d). Therefore,
such non-random loss of habitat is less detrimental to metapopulation
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Figure 4 Consequences of habitat loss on patch occupancy and the threshold value for

metapopulation persistence. Three scenarios are shown: a, b, random loss of habitat
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persistence than random loss of habitat (compare Figs. 4a and c; this
conclusion must naturally be applied cautiously to real landscapes
and populations, because they may be affected by processes not
included in the model). The present model can be used to investi-
gate the consequences of any pattern of habitat loss, for example,
decreasing areas of the existing fragments, which is often even more
harmful to metapopulation persistence (Fig. 4e) than random loss
of entire patches (Fig. 4a).

The examples presented here illustrate how metapopulation
capacity can be used to examine both the local and the global
aspects of metapopulation persistence in real fragmented land-
scapes. We expect that metapopulation capacity will ®nd many
constructive applications in metapopulation ecology, landscape
ecology and conservation biology. M

Methods
The model structure

We have used here a speci®c spatially realistic version of the Levins model to illustrate the
concept of metapopulation capacity. The numerical results are model-speci®c, because lM

integrates the effects of landscape structure on metapopulation processes as speci®ed by a
dynamic model, but the theory is general and results can be readily obtained for a range of
continuous-time and discrete-time models with different structural assumptions. The
general mathematically rigorous theory will be presented elsewhere (O.O. & I. H.,
manuscript in preparation).

The present structural model assumptions are justi®ed as follows. The extinction rate is
a function of the inverse of patch area, e/Ai, because large patches tend to have large
expected population sizes and because extinction risk scales roughly as the inverse of the
expected population size in taxa affected by moderate environmental stochasticity9,28,29.
The colonization rate is given as a sum of contributions from the existing populations,
cSjÞiexp�2 adij�Ajpj�t�, because immigration to patch i is expected to increase with the
number of neighbouring populations, with their sizes as re¯ected by the respective patch
areas, and with their decreasing distances to the focal patch and increasing incidences of
occupancy.

Variation in patch quality and regional stochasticity

Instead of using patch area as a surrogate of expected population size, patch areas may be
corrected, given suf®cient information, for spatially varying habitat quality. Also, a simple
but effective way of incorporating the consequences of regional stochasticity (spatially
correlated environmental stochasticity) into the model is to replace the term pj(t) in the
expression for colonization rate of patch i with a term such as (1-gexp(-bdij)) pj(t). This
term takes into account the fact that if extinctions are caused by regional stochasticity, the
probabilities of patches i and j being empty become increasingly positively correlated. In
addition, a negative correlation increasing lM may emerge if there exists an interaction
between habitat quality and regional stochasticity (different patches are `good' and `bad' in
different years).

Relative patch values

The contribution of patch i to lM can be closely approximated by li ; x2
i lM (O.O. & I. H.,

manuscript in preparation) where xi is the ith element in the leading eigenvector of matrix
M (the values of x2

i are scaled to sum up to unity). The addition to lM that would be
obtained by adding a new patch with area Ak to a speci®c location in the landscape can be
calculated as

lk �
A2

k

lM
ĵÞk

e 2 adjk Ajxj

0@ 1A2

�6�

where djk is the distance from the existing patch j to the hypothetical patch k. Note that lk is
de®ned as a product of contributions from patch area and spatial location, hence the
advantage of having a new patch in a particular spatial location in the landscape can be
evaluated independently of its area (Fig. 1: the network used in this example is one of the
networks occupied by the Glanville fritillary butter¯y in the AÊ land Islands in southwest
Finland30).

The local value of patches labelled a±g in Figs. 1b and d was calculated for circular areas
centred on the respective patch and with a radius of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, ¼ (a = 1). For each circle,
the values of li and lM were calculated and displayed in Fig. 2. At the largest scale, when the
circle around each patch includes all the other patches, the values converge to the global
values shown in Fig. 1c. The intersection point of each patch-speci®c line joining the
points (li, lM) with the threshold condition (broken line in Fig. 2) gives the radius of the
circle around patch i within which the threshold condition for metapopulation persistence
is satis®ed; in the case of patches a and c the threshold condition is satis®ed with the
smallest radius, 0.5. Figure 1b shows these areas for patches a±g. In Fig. 1d, which shows
the result with regional stochasticity (see above in Methods), the radius of the circle
corresponds to the same ratio d/lM as in Fig. 1b.

Parameter estimation

For a metapopulation at stochastic steady state, the model can be parameterized using the
formula d = lM(1-pl*). In the example in Fig. 3, the value of pl* was calculated based on

patch areas, spatial locations and the occurrence of the butter¯y in the patches in 1993, the
last providing (rough) empirical estimates of the pi* values. Only networks in the western
AÊ land were included (network mid-point west of the longitude 310400 in the Finnish
Uniform Coordinate System), as our previous analyses have indicated that many
metapopulations in the eastern AÊ land were either severely out of the steady state or there
are some environmental differences in¯uencing patch occupancy30. For calculating lM, the
value of a = 1 was used, as estimated in mark±release±recapture studies30.

Habitat loss

The results in Fig. 4 were calculated for hypothetical landscapes with 100 randomly located
patches within an area of 5 by 5 units. The systematic loss of patches was obtained by
reducing the area of the square from the margins and eliminating the patches that were
located outside the reduced area. Patch areas are log-normally distributed. Model
parameters have the values a = 1 and d = 0.3. Results were calculated for 10 replicates, with
the thick line showing the average. Patch areas in the replicates were scaled to give lM = 1.
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